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Scien Ice

SC.IENCE
and Freedom

In thoLe 325 years since the ordeal of Galileo the physical sciences have
globe-er ncircling sputniks testify, can thrive even in the shadow of the State's
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The Congress for Cultural Freedom in a conference in Hamburg in
1953 urndertook to arouse men to the defense of scientific freedom. That
effort has been continued since 1953 through the untiring work of the International Committee on Science and Freedom, of which Michael Polanyi
is chairn man. This committee has published to date nine bulletins, of which
the lastt three deal respectively with "Self-government in Modern British
Universsities," "Hungary, October, 1956," and "Apartheid, the Threat to
South Africa's Universities." Each of these is engrossing reading.
The academic freedom of the universities of the Western World and the
freedonn of science are inextricably interwoven. In fact, the latter may be
be
considejred a very branch of the former. No scientist can really afford to
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The Nazi doctrines of racial superiority are not dead. In one semblance
or anot]her they rear themselves wherever men of one dominant social group
fear theemselves threatened by the numbers and growing enlightenment of a
f different element. Apartheid preaches very plausibly the theory of
raciallysal but separate development of white and nonwhite people in resithe equ
baredence, in labor, in education. Yet it is plain to see that actually it is a
f d effort of the whites to keep the black and colored people of South
acede servitude and educational inequality. Education will not be enAfrica in
trusted to the natives themselves to develop in independence, but will be
gently governed for them by a (white) Minister of Native Affairs, whose
viewpc )int is sufficiently expressed in his own words: "What is the use of
teachinig the Bantu child mathematics when it cannot use it in practice?
That is quite absurd.... Education must train and teach people in accordaccording to the sphere in which they
ance wvith their opportunities in life,
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under the control of people who create wrong expectations on the part of
the Naative himself, expectations which clash with the possibilities in this
countr y."
"open universities"
The immediate threat is the exclusion, from the five
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versit Education Bill which will probably be passed early in 1958. Can
y
question that in the long run the freedom of mankind-and
there 1be any
of
the freeedom of science along with it-is more imperiled by the defeats
Little Rock and Pretoria than by the success of sputnik?-BENTLEY GLASS.
been errnancipated from political and ecclesiastical domination and, as the

